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I . - Mathematical Model 
The presence of many strongly interdependent variables makes ecosystems 
di f f icul t t o describe. The simple col lect ion of data and t h e i r descript ive 
ordering are such formidable tasks tha t one has often ignored the need for 
doing more than t h i s . 
The present alarming s t a t e of ecological problems, however, ca l l s for 
a more thorough understanding and a more ra t iona l and s t r i c t control of the 
environment. 
Monitoring, control and management are achievable only i f , for a s e l ec -
ted number of representative var iab les , one can predict evolution and, within 
appropriate constraints and to le rances , one can find, by optimization, the 
necessary compromises between the requirements of increasing indus t r i a l i za t ion 
and affluent society and the necessi ty to preserve the valuable natural r e -
sources. 
To predict the evolution of the selected var iab les , one must have some 
modelled idea of t h e i r behaviour. 
A model can be of many s o r t s . I t can be a fa i r ly l i tere i l model l ike a 
mechanical model demonstrating the possible motions of an animal's limb ; i t 
can be a more elaborate physical model operating in quite another energy 
sphere as an e l e c t r i c a l network simulating dynamical interact ions in the food 
chain. I t can also be a mathematical model. 
The mathematical model i s the ultimate goal. Indeed, i f several d i s t i n c t 
physical processes can be used t o simulate the same phenomenon, i t i s because 
fundamentally, they are described by the same equations and that the same 
equations (submitted to the same boundary and i n i t i a l conditions) y ie ld the 
same solution independently of the pa r t i cu la r significance of the va r i ab le , 
whether i t represents an e l e c t r i c p o t e n t i a l , a stream function, a temperature 
Hence one mathematical model incorporates a l l the equivalent physical 
models. I t i s appropriate not only for analogue computation and simulation 
but also for analyt ical and numerical analys is . 
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1.-Construction of a mathematical model 
1 .1 . - State_yariables_anà_çontrol_2ara^ters 
The f i r s t step in constructing a mathematical model i s the defini t ion 
of a limited number of representative state variables. There must he su f f i -
c ient ly few of them for t h e i r evolution equations to he amenable to analysis 
but a lso suff ic ient ly many of them to describe adequately the system's beha-
vior . State variables should not be confused with control parameters. These 
are addi t ional parameters which influence the evolution of the system (hence 
appear in the evolution equations) but for which no specif ic evolution equa-
t ions are writ ten ; e i ther because they are determined by a separate model or 
suf f ic ient ly known already or because the addit ional equations wo\ild jeopar-
dize the model by t he i r d i f f i cu l ty , t h e i r dubiousness or simply by increasing 
the system beyond computers' a b i l i t y . Atmospheric conditions, in tens i ty of 
l igh t at the sea surface are control parameters, for instance, and several 
more are also involved in the coefficients of (chemical and biochemical) i n -
te rac t ions . 
I t i s inherent in the nature of models tha t experimental data should 
be needed to ascertain the values of parameters. The r e s t r i c t i on of the niun-
ber of s t a t e variables t o be studied ( i . e . the closure of the system of evo-
lu t ion equations) necessari ly relegates to the parameters' group several which 
would be s t a t e variables in a perfect but unpractical model and which one pre-
fers t o evaluate separately by sideways theore t i ca l or experimental r e f l ec t ion . 
On the other hand, the expression of in teract ion terms in analyt ica l form a l -
ways involves some kind of approximation and introduces empirical coef f ic ien ts . 
Examples of such control parameters in models of plankton production are 
for instance transparency of water [Riley, Stommel and Bumpus (19^9)3, coeff i -
cient of mixing accross the thermocline (Stee le , 1958), e t c . 
In addition t o the hydro dynamical and thermodynamical var iables , the 
s t a t e variables are typica l ly densi t ies (mass of a chemical substance per uni t 
volume, specif ic biomass, concentration of a pollutant at one stage of the 
food chain, . . . ) . 
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1.2.- Evolution equations 
The state variables are governed by a system of evolution equations 
which may be algebraic or differential. They express the complete local budget 
of mass, momentum, energy, species concentrations, etc. 
The diagram shown in figiire 1 recapitulates that the state variables 
may change in time or in space as a res\ilt of releases (from external sources) 
or withdrawing (to external sinks), internal interactions and displacement 
of material induced by sea motion or migration (for instance sedimenting 
particles have a vertical migration through the water). 
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fig. 1.- Diagram of the marine system. 
1.3.- îsi!Ë±êi_S5^_52y5^§îï_22SMti2S2 
The evolution equations must be solved subject to given i n i t i a l emd 
boundary conditions. 
The solution is usually obtained by numerical techniques which imply at 
one stage or another a d iscre t iza t ion in space and time replacing the region 
( 1 ) 
under study by a numerical grid of points* ' . 
(l)For a clear introduction and a critical review of numerical methods adapted to mathema-
tical models of the type discussed here, the reader is referred to the excellent paper 
by Emmons (1970). 
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This grid is adapted in each problem to the phenomenon londer investi-
gation and the mathematical method used and the mesh size is chosen from the 
consideration of the length and time scale of the former and the stability 
of the latter. There is thus an infinite variety of numerical grids for any 
mathematical model. These adaptable grids should not be confused with expe-
rimental grids of points where samples are taken to determine some initial 
state of the region or check some results of the model, in most cases, with 
respect to a particular phenomenon. 
One example of numerical grid is shown in figure 2. The grid covers 
the Southern Bight and, for the simplicity of currents' calculation, extends 
to the English coast. Experimental surveys by the Belgian ships are however 
limited to the eastern part of the Southern Bight and completed by British 
data in the western part. Cross signs x indicate points where samples were 
taken and analysed during the 1971 cruises. Whenever possible the samples 
were taken simultaneously by three ships anchored at the vertices of a small 
triangle centered at the sampling point ; thus providing information on the 
spatial variations of the observations. For the same reason, one additional 
cruise took samples at intermediate points (situated half way on the mesh 
sides). 
The meshes in front of the Belgian coast are covered by a finer grid 
(not shoum in the figure) both for numerical calculation of currents and 
experimental surveys of the state of pollution. 
Boundary conditions are provided by larger scale models, charts or 
measurements with the collaboration of neighbo\iring countries and in parti-
cular England, Germany, Holland, France and Danemark. 
The experimental surveys have two main objectives : 
(i) determine the actual state of pollution and thus feed the model with 
initial conditions, 
(ii) estimate the control parameters and thus determine the form of the in-
teraction terms appearing in the model. 
Once these are determined with sufficient accuracy the model is able 
to predict the subsequent evolution of the system taking into accoxmt even-
tual changes in the boundary conditions and accidental or intentional re-
leases of pollutants. 
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The results presented in the present report must therefore be re-
garded as much more than an inventory as the mathematical model gives the 
computer the means to extrapolate and interpolate between sampling points 
and simulate the dynamics of the marine system. 
2-~ The state variables 
The parameters which have to be determined as functions of space 
and time to provide a detailed description of a given sea region are, 
beside the physical parameters (velocity V , pressure p , temperature 
6 , . . . ) , the concentrations of the various constituents of the sea. The 
word « constituent » is introduced here to denote any chemical substance 
or living organism which participates to the ocean mixture with an indi-
vidual behaviour. Thus completely dissolved NaCl is not a constituent 
but Na and CI are; a substance imprisoned in a complex aggregate 
is not a constituent; living organisms, animals are constituents, not the 
substances of which their tissues are made up. Water is a constituent and, 
actually, by far the most abundant one. 
Dissolved substances are mixed with water at the molecular scale, 
non-dissolved substances are found in the form of a suspension (or emul-
sion) of small particles which, according to their weight and size, may 
tend to float or sediment. Colloidal solutions can also occur when the 
mixing is effected at the scale of macromolecules or aggregates of mole-
cules (10 - 10 microns); constituting an intermediate case between 
the solutions and the suspensions. 
There is no objection to include living species in this description. 
They will be regarded as « substances » mixed with water; the nattire of 
the mixture depending upon their size — migration of certain varieties may 
be incorporated in the model in roughly the same way as sedimentation and 
be accounted for by a « migration flux » with respect to the moving water 
masses. 
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Let pQ > P-t > ••• > P(,j denote the specific masses of the various 
constituents (PQ referring to water) i.e. 
/,\ _ mass of constituent S; 
U; pj • 
total volume 
It is possible to establish a system of partial differential equa-
tions governing the evolution with space axid time of the concentration 
functions Pj(x,t) and the coupled thermomechemical parameters, veloci-
ties, pressure, temperature. 
Unfortunately, not only will these equations contain multiple in-
teraction terms which are little known by the chemists and the biologists 
but also the size of the system — if one were to include every chemical 
substance and living species — would make its analytical or numerical 
solution utterly impossible. 
One has thus to accept a simplified description in terms of a res-
tricted number of state variables and evolution equations, defined as to 
make their study both a tractable problem and a significative undertaking 
with regard to the understanding and monitoring of pollution. 
An attempt is made here to derive a consistent model on the fol-
lowing basis. 
(i) A detailed description of every substance (or living organism) would 
be irksome and would not, in any case, be amenable to experimental veri-
fication or interpretation. 
(ii) More directly utilizable would be the knowledge of selected ele-
ment's concentrations in a limited n\imber of « phases » , a phase deno-
ting — by lack of a better word — a class of constituents having similar 
properties with respect to their mixing with sea water eind, for instance, 
being distinguished by the scale or the degree of refinement of their 
dispersion in the sea. 
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Thus, phases could be constituted by (i) all dissolved chemical 
substances, (ii) suspended particles, (iii) minute living organisms 
carried along by the sea (like plankton and phytoplankton), (iv) dif-
ferent groups of animals at different stages of the food chain, (v) 
bottom sediments, etc. 
A more refined classification could also be suggested and pro-
gressively incorporated in the model, provided it is amenable to ana-
lysis. For instance, a distinction could be made between mineral and 
(dead) organic suspensions, etc. 
In this approach, a pollutant like merciiry, for instance, would 
not be studied by following the evolution of every of the numerous mer-
c\iry compounds which can be present in the sea but in a simpler way, by 
determining, as a function of space and time, the total concentration 
of mercury in each phase, say the total concentration of merciiry in so-
lution independently of the various solutes in which it may be involved. 
Hence if cp is the number of phases and e the number of ele-
ments selected for their importance with respect to pollution, one may 
define a limited number of n = ecp generalized state variables as fol-
lows. 
Let b. denote the weight fraction of element j (say mercury) 
contained in constituent k , one may define the total concentration 
of element j in phase ra as 
(2) Pj. = ^ tj p, 
(over phase m) 
the sum being carried over all constituents present in phase m . 
One may now relabel the new variables p.^  : p^ with a = 1,2,...,n , 
a greek index referring to a state variable. 
[For instance p-, could be the total concentration of mercury in 
solution, Pj the total concentration of mercury in suspension, etc.] 
In addition to the « pollution variables » p^ , it will be useful 
to know the specific mass of each phase defined as the sum of the spe-
cific masses of all constituents belonging to that particular phase. 
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Let p , p^ , p (h = 1,2,...) denote the specific masses of 
respectively the phase of dissolved substances, the phase of suspen-
sions, the biological phase b . The largest contribution to p comes 
from the dissolved salts and p may be regarded as a measure of the 
salinity; p is related to turpidity and the p 's are specific bio-
masses . 
One may regard however these additional variables as included in 
the definition (2) by considering for each phase an extra element for 
which all the b-'s are equal to 1 . Hence p , p® , ... need not 
be considered separately from the Pct's if a now runs from 1 to 
n + 9 . 
The equations describing the evolution of the concentrations with 
space and time will be completed by hydrodynamical and thermodynamical 
equations written in terms of a pressure p , a temperature 8 , a spe-
cific mass p and a velocity V of the sea water which is really pure 
water + dissolved substances. 
Hence, for instance, 
(3) p = Po + p"* . 
3.- The dynamical equations 
Let V denote an arbitrary fixed volume in the sea region under 
consideration and let S be the siorface including V . 
The total amount of constituent S^  present in V can only change 
in time either because S^  flows in or out of V or because it is 
produced or destroyed inside V . The production or destruction 
(1) One notes that the variables PQ, represent concentrations if the concentration is 
defined as the "mass of pollutant per unit volume". In the case of a biological 
phase, a concentration defined as the ratio of the mass of pollutant to the phase's 
biomass would be more significant. This is obtained by dividing the specific mass 
PQ^ by the specific biomass p of the corresponding phase. 
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of S^ inside V can result from external sources or from internal 
interactions (chemical, biochemical, ...) with other constituents. 
Hence 
(4) — I Pi dV = - I p.v..nd3+ (Q. + Y^) dV 
where v^ denotes the v e l o c i t y of S^ , n the u n i t vec tor along the 
normal to the sur face S , Q. and Y. the r a t e s of product ion or des-
t r u c t i o n of S^  per u n i t volume by, r e s p e c t i v e l y , ex te rna l souces 
( r e l e a s e , e t c . ) and i n t e r n a l i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
Transforming the surface i n t e g r a l by Gauss ' s theorem, one can 
w r i t e 
(5) J (QY" + ^-PiVi) dV = J ( Q i + Y j d V 
where V i s the d i f f e r e n t i a l vec to r opera to r 
T ÔX^ 2 Qx^ 
Since the volume Y is arbitrary. 
(6) g^ ^ +^-PiVi =Qi + 
Now 
(7) PiVi E Pi(v. - v) + 
one must 
Y. . 
1 
p.V . 
The second term in the r i gh t -hand s ide p^v r ep re sen t s the flow of 
c o n s t i t u a n t S^  as i t i s c a r r i e d along by the ocean water . The f i r s t 
term in the r igh t -hand s ide r e p r e s e n t s the " s l ippage" flow of cons-
t i t u e n t S^  with r e s p e c t to the bulk motion. One genera l ly c a l l s the 
former the flow of S- and the l a t t e r the f lux of S. . 
The f lux of a given c o n s t i t u e n t S^  i s due to molecular d i f fu -
sion and in c e r t a i n cases to the ne t migra t ion (sedimenta t ion for ins-
tance) of the substance through the water . 
The molecular con t r i bu t i on can be expressed by assuming t h a t 
i t obeys the Four ie r -F ick law according to which the f lux i s propor-
t i ona l to the g rad ien t of the concen t r a t i on . 
I t tu rns out however t h a t , in the sea , t h i s con t r i bu t ion i s 
always n e g l i g i b l e compaired with t ha t p a r t of the flow which i s a s s o -
c i a t ed with e r r a t i c motions producing a genera l s t i r r i n g and mixing 
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of the sea c o n s t i t u e n t s analogous to d i f fus ion but many times more 
e f f i c i e n t . 
Let m. denote the n e t migra t ion f lux . [This f lux i s often zero 
or n e g l i g i b l e a s , for i n s t a n c e , in the case of water i t s e l f , d i sso lved 
subs tances , n e u t r a l l y buoyant p a r t i c l e s , minute organisms c a r r i e d 
along by the sea , e t c . ] Eq. (7) may now be w r i t t e n ( n e g l e c t i n g mole-
cu l a r d i f fus ion) 
(8) p.v. = p.v + m^ . 
The rate of release Q^ is a given quantity in any specific 
problem. The interaction rate Y^  can be written 
( 9 ) ^ i = p"., ^ i p 
where P^ g is the rate of production or destruction of S^  per unit 
volume in the p reaction and the sum is over all reactions. 
In the case of chemical reactions, one may write 
(10) Pip = v^p Jp 
where Jp is the rate of reaction p and v^ p is proportional to 
the stoechiometric coefficient of S^  in reaction (3 counted posi-
tive when S^  appears in the right-hand side (production) and nega-
tive when it appears in the left-hand side (destruction). [For ins-
tance, if JD is expressed in moles per unit volume and unit time, 
v.p is the stoechiometric coefficient multiplied by the molecular 
mass of S^  .] 
One notes that the summation in (9) always includes a chemical 
reaction and its reverse with opposite stoechiometric coefficients. 
The two reactions only contribute to Y^  inasmuch as the two reaction 
rates are different. 
Combining (6), (s) and (9), one obtains 
(11) | ^ + V.p.v = - V.m. + ^S^ P.p + Q. . 
Multiplying every term of (II) by b. and summing over all 
constituents of each phase, one gets 
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where 
(i) 
(13) mj„ = S bjm. 
(over phase m) 
represents the net migration of element j in phase m [say, the 
net sedimentation of the mercury in suspension no matter which mercury 
compounds are actually sedimenting] (for many phases, of course, 
" j . = 0); 
(ii) 
(14) Qj^ = s b) Qi 
{over phase m) 
represents the external production (or destruction) of constituent j 
in phase m [say, the total source of mercury in solution no matter 
which mercury compounds are actually dissolved]; 
(iii) 
(15) pjp = S b; P,p 
(over phase m) 
represents the rate of production (or destruction) of constituent j 
in phase m by reaction p ; this term is obviously zero for all the 
reactions which do not imply a change of phase, hence the summation 
in (12) is limited to a smaller number of reactions (s , say). 
Relabelling the variables p^^ (a = 1,. . . ,n+qp) , one may write 
(12) in the form 
(16) ^ + V.p^v = Q^ - V.m^-H ^S^ P^ p . 
An equation for the specific mass p is readily obtained from 
(16) but the contribution to water or salts concentrations of eventual 
sources or reactions can be neglected (in view of the enormous reser-
voir of water and salts). Hence 
(17) |^+ V.pv = 0 . 
n e g l e c t i n g molecular d i f fus ion of momentum and hea t as compared 
with t u r b u l e n t d i f fus ion , one may w r i t e , for the v e l o c i t y and tempe-
r a t u r e f i e l d s 
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(18) I 7 + v.Vv = - - V p + g - 2 Q A v 
o t p 
where O i s the r o t a t i o n vec to r of the e a r t h , g the a c c e l e r a t i o n 
of g r av i t y and where the term r e p r e s e n t i n g the c e n t r i f u g a l force i s 
incorpora ted in the p r e s s u r e , 
(19) | f ^ v . 7 e = Q0 
where QQ rep re sen t s the product ion of hea t (by r a d i a t i o n , chemical 
or b i o l o g i c a l r e a c t i o n s , e t c . ) . 
Eq. (16 ) , (17)» (18) and (19) must be complemented by an equa-
t ion of s t a t e . 
In the case of v/ell mixed water , i t i s pe rmiss ib le to assiime 
tha t p i s a cons tan t . Eq. (1?) reduces then to 
(20) V.v = 0 
and form with (I8) a closed system for the determination of V and p 
In the test region selected for the Belgian National Program 
(see figure 2 ) , this approximation is good everywhere except in 
the vicinity of an estuary where fresh water may be treated as a 
"pollutant" originating from a boundary source [the absence of volume 
sources in (17) does not of course exclude boundary sources (fig. 5)J« 
If the mixing is not complete, the sea may display various forms 
of stratification and a better approximation for the state equation is 
obtained by Boussinesq approximation (e.g. Nihoul 1969). 
In the following, one will restrict attention to perfectly mixed sea 
regions in order to present the philosophy of the subsequent approxi-
mations in the simplest context possible. There would be no difficulty 
in refining the model taking into account, for instance, stratifica-
tion and Boussinesq approximation. 
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fig. 3,- Distribution of thickness of the boundary layer in the North Sea, m 
The area where the mixing layer depth extends to the bottom of the 
sea is shown by shading {reproduced from Kraav, 1969). 
4.- Application of the K.B.M. riethod 
In the sea, the velocity field is always extremely complex. Dif-
ferent types of motions occur, characterized by different time scales 
and different length scales, from the quasi-steady currents to the ra-
pid small turbulent eddies, interacting with each other and forming 
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an intricated pattern amenable only, in most cases, to a statistical 
analysis. 
An attempt to follow a pollutant as it is convected by the fastest 
motions would be preposterous. Not only would such a study be beyond 
reach of any mathematical or experimental analysis but it would also 
have no signification as those rapidly changing erratic motions tend 
to cancel each other over any reasonable length of time, contributing 
only to the dispersion of the pollutant in much the same way (but many 
time more efficiently) as molecular diffusion. 
Let T be a characteristic time for the study of pollution in 
the sense that one does not require the knowledge of the state of pol-
lution, say, every second but only every T (T may be an hour, a day 
or two, a month, ... according to the problem in consideration). 
Processes which have a characteristic time larger than T change only 
a little over T . They will be called "slowly varying". 
Among the fast processes which have a characteristic time smaller than 
T , one must distinguish between erratic oscillating processes which 
tend to cancel each other and may be regarded as having a zero mean 
over T and evolving processes the effects of which are cumulated 
over T . 
To the first category belong all types of motions from waves (of fre-
quency larger than T ) to turbulence of which no mean current results 
although their mean square amplitude is not zero accounting for their 
extremely efficient mixing effect. 
To the second category belong fast chemical or biological reactions 
which can be regarded as completed in a time short as compared to T . 
Normally the sources will not release the reactants at such a 
high rate and the fast reactions will have to adapt their pace to that 
of the sources. In other words, if a source releases a substance A 
which is involved in a fast reaction to produce a substance B , it 
will look, over a time T , as if - A being almost instantaneously 
transformed into B - the source had released B directly. Hence, if 
one is mainly interested in averages over T , one may disregard the 
fast reactions in the interaction term and take them into account by 
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correcting the sources, writing them down as releasing the products of 
these reactions directly. 
One may then consider only two kinds of processes : those whose 
characteristic time is larger than T and those whose characteristic 
time is smaller and have a zero mean over T . 
Let q denote any of the state variables v. , p , G , p^^ , .. 
one may write 
(21) q = q + q 
where 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 
? = m (1 d t , 
Ç t+T 
q d t ~ 0 , 
rt+T 
1 1 ^ " - ° 
(because -r^ r e f e r s a l so to r a p i d l y changing i n t r i c a t e d processes 
which roughly cancel each o t h e r over a time T ) . 
Hence 
(because the time T i s small compared with the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c time 
of evolu t ion of q and the f i n i t e d i f f e rence may be approximated by 
the d i f f e r e n t i a l ) . 
Also (q and q' being any two s t a t e v a r i a b l e s ) 
- t + T if (26) ^ J qq' dt ~ q q' + q q' 
[because as q and q' vary l i t t l e over a per iod of time T , they 
may in f i r s t approximation be taken out of the i n t e g r a t i o n s ign; then 
cross products q q' » . . . vanish in the mean as a r e s u l t of (23)J. 
Averaging eq. (l 6) and (is) to (20) over T , one o b t a i n s thus , taking p 
constant (well mixed water) ; 
(27) | ^ + V . v v = - I V p + g - 2 Q A v - V . V V 
(28) I I + V.ë V = - V.ê V + 0 ^ 
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(29) V.v = O 
9Pa « : ^ - f (30) T t -^  ^-Pa V = Qa - V.m„ + S P„p - V.p„ v 
The l a s t terms i n the r i g h t - h a n d s ides of (27 ) , (28) and (30 ) r e p r e s e n t 
the n e t con t r i bu t i on of a l l the f a s t e r motions to the d i s p e r s i o n of 
momentum, hea t and p o l l u t a n t s . 
The averaging technique employed here with assumptions (25 ) and 
(26) i s known as the Krylov-Bogolioubov-Mitropolsky method. 
5 . - The q u a s i - s t a t i c approximation 
The v e r t i c a l component of eq. (27) reads ( the v e r t i c a l axis po in -
t i n g upwards) ; 
(31 ) ^ ^ v -v^ = - i l ^ - g - 2 (ST; - Q^-) - v,vr, 
where Q^  and Sj a re the h o r i z o n t a l components of Q . The terms on 
the l e f t - h a n d s i d e r e p r e s e n t the a c c e l e r a t i o n of the v e r t i c a l mean mo-
t i o n . This i s presumably n e g l i g i b l e as compared to the a c c e l e r a t i o n of 
o 
g r a v i t y which i s of the order of 10 m/s . The angular v e l o c i t y of the 
ea r th i s of the order of 10 s . I f the h o r i z o n t a l v e l o c i t y i s of 
the o rde r of 1 m/s , the C o r i o l i s term i s 10 smal le r than the g r a -
v i t y term. Observat ions in sea a reas comparable to the Southern North 
Sea t e s t reg ion i n v e s t i g a t e d by the Belgian National program seem to i n -
d i c a t e t h a t the l a s t term on the r i gh t -hand s i de of (3I ) i s a l so much 
smal le r than the g r a v i t y terra (Bowden, 1956, I966) . 
I f these terms a r e neg l ec t ed , (31 ) reduces to 
(52) f 7 - -PS 
and, i n t e g r a t i n g over x^ , 
(53) P = - P g x , + f ( x ^ , X 2 ) . 
Let z = C represent the equation of the mean free surface. 
At the free surface, the pressure must be equal to the atmosphe-
ric pressure p^ . Hence 
(54) Pa = - Pg^ + fCx^.Xg) . 
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This determines f . Eq. (55) ^^7 thus be w r i t t e n 
(55) P = Pa + PgC - PgXj . 
The horizontal components of the Coriolis force read Î 
(56) f v^ - 2 Q^ ^ 
(57) - f — + 2 Q^ ^ 
where the vertical component of the rotation vector Q has been written 
1 
— f to conform to usual notations. 
It is reasonable to assume that the vertical mean velocity is 
much smaller than the horizontal mean velocity. Hence the last term 
may be neglected in (56) and (57)« 
Combining eq. (27), (55), (56) and (57)» one has, then, for the 
horizontal components of the mean velocity vector 
(38) ^ , v .v 77 = - ^  (^ . gO - f ^ - y . v V, 
9]^ . « r: — à_ ,h (59) Tt ^ ^ •'^  ^2 = - if^ (7- -^  SC) - f - - V.v v^  . 
The approximation made in w r i t i n g (55) > (58) and (59) i s equiva-
l e n t to assuming s t a t i c equilibri\am in the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n and n e -
g l e c t i n g a l l components of the e a r t h r o t a t i o n vec tor but the v e r t i c a l 
one. This may be termed the " q u a s i - s t a t i c approximation". 
6. - The v e r t i c a l l y i n t e g r a t e d equat ions of motion 
I f one i s mainly i n t e r e s t e d in the h o r i z o n t a l d i s t r i b u t i o n of 
p o l l u t a n t s , i t i s convenient to i n t e g r a t e eq. (29)» (50) , (58) and (59) 
over depth . 
Let z = 0 denote the f ree sur face a t equilibrivim, z = Z "the p e r t u r -
bed f r ee surface and z = - h the sur face of the bottom and l e t : 
(40)(41) U = J ~ à z , V = J ^ d z , 
-h -h 
(42)(45) S „ = / ^ ö ; d z , I „ = / ^ J ^ p ; ^ à z 
r^ ,9m„ 1 9m~ o, (44) ^a - I (-^ * -Ûf^ ^ - ' 
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(^ 5) a^ = j Pa dz . 
One notes that, except for animals migrating in the horizontal direction, 
M(jf is zero ; the migration vector RIQ being vertical for sedimentation, 
floatation as well as for diurnal migration of certain species with light 
(in most of the latter cases, anyway m^ ^ is zero whenever the characteris-
tic time T is larger than one day). 
The kinematic boundary condition at the free surface is 
(U6) dC - H ^ — H_ ^ — iL_ r—1 TT = TT + V^  T ^ + V^  "T^ - LV, J dt at 1 3x 2 dx. 3 z« Ç 
Let 
(hi) H = Ç + h . 
Integrating (38), (39), (29) and (30) over depth, one gets 
ihQ) 3U 3t - f V = -
9 x , ^1 ^1 
3 ^r-zr- •:r-^^^< 
— Vg v^ - [V3 v^ \_^ 
(kg) H 
3t 
^ ^ " = - « -3^; ( ^ ^ 6^^ - ^ ^1 ^2 - i f ; ^2 ^2 
(50) 
(51) 
i£ + i l l + ^ 
d t 3x^ 3x2 
= 0 
where ~ denotes an integral over depth. 
Eq.. (50) may be simplified as follows. One may write : 
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(52) 
,ôv, av, ( ^ - • ^ ) dz = ^ 
•dx. ôx 9x, v_ dz + —— v^ dz 
-r^ *— ( V. ) _ - - r ^ ( v„ ) „ ÔX^ ^ 1 '^  C 9Xp ^ 2 '' Ç 
Combining with (46) and (50), one obtains 
(53) ô t 9x^ 6x, 1 " 2 
Apart from the p ressu re terms in (48) and (49) and the source , 
migra t ion and i n t e r a c t i o n terms in (51 )> "the terms in the r i gh t -hand 
s ide of these equation r e p r e s e n t r e s p e c t i v e l y ; 
( i ) Mean Hor izonta l Advection 
ox^ 1 1 9x 2 1 
a _r-r i - a 
JT, ''2 ^1 + 6I7 2^ ^2 
i n (48) 
i n (49) 
ax. a "1 
a 
ax. i n (51 ) 
These terms are generally neglected or approximated by (e.g. Wolff, 
Hansen and Joseph, 1970) 
~ - R„ U + T ^ R V 
ax^ a ax^ a 
and s i m i l a r express ions for the advect ion of momentum. 
There i s no r e a l ground for t h i s s i m p l i f i c a t i o n except when these 
terms a re s u f f i c i e n t l y small t ha t i t d o e s n ' t m a t t e r whether they a re 
neg lec ted or incorpora ted in one form or ano the r . 
( i i ) Mean Hor izonta l Mixing 
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These terms may be expressed in a simpler form by introducing 
eddy viscosities v^  , v^ and eddy diffusivities A.^  , Xg (e«g« 
Bowden I966) such that : 
(iii) the boundary interaction terms 
[ V3 v^  ]_^ in (48 ) 
C 
[ V3 Y^]_^ in (4-9) 
t Pa ^ 3 •" v T l h ^^  ^ 51) 
The f i r s t two are gene ra l ly approximated by i n t r o d u c i n g the concept of 
su r face s t r e s s e s (due to wind) and bottom s t r e s s e s ( e . g . Groen and 
Groves, I 966 ) . The t h i r d one - which a c t u a l l y accounts for bottom and 
a i r - s e a i n t e r a c t i o n s - i s g e n e r a l l y n o t taken i n t o account except , in 
a very crude way, by siimmerizing the combined e f f e c t of t h i s term and 
I on the model of r a d i o a c t i v e decay by a term k R (k p o s i t i v e 
or n e g a t i v e ) . 
The su r f ace and bottom s t r e s s e s a r e ge ne ra l l y denoted T^ and i^^ . 
I f a s i m i l a r n o t a t i o n i s used for the boundary i n t e r a c t i o n term in (51) 
( s t i l l to be determined) , one may w r i t e ; 
(57) - f ^T^^^-H = ^ 1 - "bi 
(58) - t 3^ %'^.U = \2- \2 
(59) - f Pa ^3 -^  VTl.H = \a ' \<x 
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7.- Discussion 
Eq. (48), (49), (51) and (53) form a closed system for the va-
riables U , V , Ç and R^ ^ . This system cannot be solved however 
without the specification, in terms of these variables, of 
(i) the advection terms, (ii) the horizontal mixing terms, (iii) the 
boundary interaction terms, (iv) the internal interaction terms I^ ^ , 
(v) the migration terms M^ ^ . 
The criticisms one can make of the previous models (e.g. Wolff, 
Hansen and Joseph, 1970) are the following ones 
(i) the advection terms are either neglected or replaced by an 
approximation which has no real justification; 
(ii) the horizontal mixing terms are approximated with the help 
of eddy viscosities and diffusivities but very little effort is made 
to understand better and predict more accurately these parameters. 
Introduced in the scope of the theory of turbulence, they are now 
being extensively used to account for larger scale erratic motions 
which are not "properly" turbulent. Experimental and theoretical pro-
gresses on this subject are not sufficiently incorporated in the mo-
dels ; 
(iii) the boundary interaction terms are usually approximated 
with more concern for the simplification of the equations than for 
the adequate representation of the phenomenon; 
(iv) the bottom and air-sea interaction terms and the internal 
interaction terms are either ignored or so crudely approximated that 
it is difficult to regard the existing models as anything more than 
simple hydrodynamical models with little bearing on pollution; 
(v) the migration terras are nowhere mentionned. 
The present model has the merit of leaving as little as possi-
ble in the shadow but the critical discussion above also points out 
to several aspects of it which require further study. 
Progress here is difficult because it relies on successful in-
cursions into Chemistry, Biology, Sedimentation Analysis, Fishery 
Predictions and Air-Sea Interactions. 
The explicit form of m^ ^ and P^ o^ could in principle be deter-
mined from physical chemistry, sedimentation theory, biochemistry, etc 
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[analysed along the line of irreversible thermodynamics (e.g. De Groot 
and Mazur, 19^2; Fujita, I962)] fisheries observations on animal's 
migrations and rivalry of species, etc., but again there are so many 
chemical compounds and biological species in the sea and there are 
still so many unknowns, especially in the field of biochemical inte-
ractions, that the calculation would be both irksome and very little 
reliable. 
However it should not be difficult to determine experimentally 
the form of the resulting migration and interaction terms m^ and 
P o . By the introduction of the concepts of phase and element con-
centration per phase, the number of variables is greatly reduced and 
the parameters to be measured are amenable to experiments . 
It should be noted however that the enormous simplification 
brought by the model does not exclude the possibility of using its 
predictions for control and monitoring of the sea. 
[Let us suppose for instance that one is concerned with the ef-
fect of mercury on shellfish. One of the generalized state variables, 
say P(^  , is taken as "constituent mercury in phase shellfish". The 
other state variables are defined in order to form a closed system 
with p . They include at least mercury in phases which may interact 
with phase shellfish (say mercury in solution, . . . ) . Knowing the 
amount and location of mercury release and its repartition among the 
different phases (i.e. how much mercury is incorporated into the sea 
in chemical substances which dissolve or remain in suspension, etc., 
and where and when the releases take place) and knowing (after even-
tually an experimental survey) the boundary conditions (i.e. the con-
centrations, p^ on the boundary of the sea region under examination), 
one can predict by the model the concentration of mercury in shellfish 
as a function of time and space and predict when and where the criti-
cal concentration - whose definition is answerable to other, medical 
or legal, studies - will be reached.] 
(1) Note that the system of dynamical equations can always be closed at any order by exclu-
ding a phase for which the terms in the equations are too little known (say migration 
of fish) and taking into account its interaction with other phases by some term of glo-
bal decay or increase whose form is easier to determine experimentally. 
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